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f country’s strength on the
radio is rivaled anywhere, it
might just be television. Not
only are established artists
enjoying high profile success
across the major networks,
but newcomers with country leanings are regularly
finalists and winners on
top competition shows.
And that phenomenon
is changing the artist
discovery process in
ways that might have
been unimaginable a
few years ago.
Record label Artists
& Repertoire execs are
charged with finding
talent, developing it and
securing material (repertoire) for artists to record.
The first part, finding artists,
is arguably undergoing the
most rapid transformation as
YouTube, television shows or, in at
least one case, television hosts offer
up an entire generation of artists who
have enjoyed a shortcut to notoriety.
Country Aircheck spoke to a number
of professionals on the leading edge
of artist discovery to find out what the
new A&R really looks like.

other hand, we do happen to have a new artist named
Michael Ray who was the winner of CW’s The Next, and
we would’ve signed him whether he won or not.”
Ray auditioned for TV producers, performed in front
of celebrity judges and survived elimination rounds. He
asked America to vote for him to win a record deal and
it worked. Along the way, he may have given some folks
Video Tilled The Radio Star
an idea. “I can’t even begin to tell you how many new
Competition shows including American Idol (Interartists we get pitched every day,” Hendricks says. “It’s unscope), The Voice (Universal) and X Factor (Sony) have
believable, and gone up dramatically since The Voice and
built-in label relationships, which sounds like a ready
American Idol have inspired more and more
pipeline to audience-approved talent.
people to be like, ‘You know, I can sing. I
“We’ve been involved like that, where we’ve
want a shot at this.’ We’re getting bombarded
inherited a winner,” says Warner Music
with new artists that want record deals.”
Nashville SVP/A&R Scott Hendricks.
And sometimes, more than one artist
“Sometimes that’s been ... not so good.
comes out of a television partnership. That
“One of the winners we inherited from
was the case with UMG/Nashville and
CMT’s Nashville Star wasn’t necessarily
American Idol Season 10’s Scotty McCreery
someone we would’ve signed,” Hendricks
and Lauren Alaina. “When they were down
admits. “So we kind of stopped committing
Scott Hendricks
to the final three, they called and said
to those things, for the most part. On the

you need to come out here because these two
kids are performing really well,” says UMGN
SVP/A&R Brian Wright. “I went out for the
song meetings with Jimmy Iovine and
his staff. They wanted me to bring
hits for them to sing in the finale.
So I brought radio hits, but they
didn’t really care much about
that. They wanted songs for
that big TV moment, which
is entirely different.”
Marrying television’s
requirements with the
necessary approach to
a country career is a
challenge. “With Scotty
and Lauren, we had 45
days to make a record,
while they were doing
the Idol tour,” Wright
says. The artist development conundrum is eased
somewhat by TV’s other
demands. “The one thing I
do like about reality shows is
that there are artists, probably
some we have on this label,
that can’t stand up in front of a
camera and sing in front of nine
million people,” he admits. “They’d
be scared to death. And those kids do
it every Wednesday and Thursday, which
is huge. I’ve been out there and watched the
day-to-day and it’s just
one thing after another. It’s
unbelievably demanding.”
31 Flavors
Perhaps the most steadfast
rule of talent discovery is ...
there are no rules. “People
come at us from all angles,”
Brian Wright
says Big Machine Label Group
VP/A&R Allison Jones. “We
constantly get submissions from publishers, managers,
agents, attorneys. Lucky for us, if people want to find
us, they find a way here.”
Sometimes it takes a little help, as in the case of
Savannah Keyes. “Ellen DeGeneres found her on YouTube,” Jones explains. “Ellen called Scott [Borchetta,
BMLG President/CEO] and said, ‘I just signed this girl
who is really raw. She does Gershwin covers. She needs
development. I love her and if you’re interested, I want
you to be my label partner.’”
In the case of a YouTube sensation, sometimes
fundamentals have to be put in place. “We got her
guitar lessons,” Jones says of Keyes. “We got her a
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came to us. He started out as Luke Bryan’s merch guy
guitar. We started bringing her to Nashville every
so, while they we’re out there on the road together, he
few months to write with people. Now we’ve brought
had lots of opportunities to write.”
in Jay DeMarcus, who works with a lot
Writing for other artists can be a balancof Christian acts and is really good at
ing act if a label deal is the goal. “He’s had
developing singers. He spent three days
a number of cuts with Luke, Scotty Mcwriting with her and, of course, she was
Creery’s ‘Water Tower Town’ and we feel
in heaven because Rascal Flatts are, like,
like we’re right about there with him now,”
her end-all. And it just clicked. So they
Wakefield says. “He has a song called ‘Chillwent into the studio and cut three songs.”
ing It’ that Luke was interested in, but Cole
Labels also pass on aspirants who still
said, ‘This is really my song. This is me.’ It’s
need seasoning. This year’s American Idol
Allison Jones
tough, but at some point you have to make
runner-up, Kree Harrison, shopped around
that decision to not get the cut and try for
for a record deal years before she auditioned
the record deal instead.”
for the show. “When we looked at her, I think she was 15
The publishing company is launching Swindell indeor 16,” says Wright, who could end up with Harrison on
the roster. “I think everybody in town passed. We all miss, pendently, in hopes of finding a partner. “We’ve put the
song on iTunes already to create a little buzz,” Wakefield
whether it’s people or songs. But we can look back and
continues. “It became a Sirius/XM The Highway find.
say Kree came a long way from the time we were pitched
Hopefully, those and a few other things we’ve been
her to where she is now.”
working on, like this showcase we put together in his
As costs rise, record companies may be more
hometown of Atlanta, will get the labels to buy-in.”
reluctant than ever to engage in lengthy, speculative

“

Hollywood’s influence even runs as deep as
creating an alternate country universe in ABC-TV’s
Nashville. BMLG has the soundtrack rights. “Nashville
has been an interesting twist for us and an amazingly
refreshing A&R thing for me,” Jones says. “We’ve not
technically signed the actors, but we work singles from
Hayden Panettiere and we’re working Lennon &
Maisy’s ‘Ho Hey.’”
Occasionally, television helps labels win artists, as
opposed to the other way around. When Callie Khouri,
Nashville’s Creator/Executive Producer, called to ask
Jones for a band to appear on camera, she used the
opportunity as part of the courting process to sign another act. “I told Callie, ‘Don’t look any further – Jaron
Johnston’s band, The Cadillac Three.”
Jones had been a fan of Johnston’s songwriting, helping secure cuts on Tim McGraw’s Big Machine debut.
“Jaron wrote ‘Two Lanes Of Freedom’ and ‘Southern
Girl,’ so we helped put his band in that scene. That was
me schmoozing them with, ‘How about I put you in a
TV show?’ And now they’re signed here.”

I can’t even begin to tell you how many new
artists we get pitched every day. It’s gone up
dramatically since The Voice and American
Idol have inspired more and more people.

development arcs. “Artists are more often developed
outside the [label] system than they are developed in
the system right now,” Hendricks says. Wright agrees,
noting, “You see executives with artist development
titles at publishing companies. There are management companies that have artist development. Everybody is involved in the process now.”
Pub Crawl
Sony ATV Publishing SVP/Creative Terry Wakefield is
at the forefront of that shift. “We’re approaching things
in a different way as the industry changes,” he says. “With
The Voice and all these shows that are driving A&R, we’re
having to go out and build a ground level buzz for the
artists we sign.” Sony’s Artist Development Program
prepares songwriters for record deals.
“If we can get one of our writers a Blake Shelton cut,
that’s fantastic because it validates them,” he explains.
“Then when they go out on their radio tour as an artist
they get to say, ‘You know that song you’ve been playing, I wrote that.’”
Wakefield has been working with up-and-comer Cole
Swindell. “He’s been with us as a songwriter for three
years and we put him in the program. The beauty is,
he got a great education in the business before he even

–WMN’s Scott Hendricks

”

Like label A&R execs, Wakefield is in the role of choosMany Splendored Sings
ing who to sign. “Each artist is truly an individual case,”
Getting a record company to the signing table isn’t
he says. “We have some that haven’t had any cuts, but we
a paint-by-numbers proposition, even for artists who
believe in their artistry. We look at everything from their
may have a following. “Fan base is somewhere down
social media to their stage show. We look at their styling.
the pecking order as far as the reasons we would sign
We look at whether or not they’ve recorded music and if
someone,” Hendricks says. “We’ve never actually set up
we’ll need to spend money on that.”
a chart that says talent is No. 1, are they good looking
As a publisher, he has to consider the songis No. 2, do they play guitar is No. 3, can
writing, but says, “If their performance ability
they write songs is No. 4, and do they
outweighs their songs, we can certainly help
have fans is No. 5. We don’t do that, but
them develop as writers. That’s what publishers
all of those help.”
have done since the beginning.”
Television exposure, even if it’s not
Ultimately, all factors must be considered and
on a music show, can’t hurt, either, as
as polished as possible in order to justify somein the case of Jana Kramer. “We were a
one pushing the “Big Spend” button on radio
little wary of that at first,” Hendricks adpromotion and marketing. “We want them to be
mits. “But she had such a huge following
Terry Wakefield
in the best possible spot they can be so a label
from her work on One Tree Hill, Friday
won’t say no,” Wakefield explains. “And they still might
Night Lights, Entourage and all those shows. She had the
say no because they typically want to say no. And I get it
goods. And we knew she could actually pull it off, so we
because, as a publisher, when a writer comes in, I typically
signed her and it paid off.”
say no. But if we do a lot of the groundwork for them, and
Fans of Kramer followed her from television the same
the label thinks they can turn it around quicker, it’ll make
way Jones is hoping they’ll do for Savannah Keyes – “Elfor a much easier decision.” In the end, whether televilen will be there when we need to pull the trigger” – and
sion, the internet, a touring base or just a handful of great
The Voice season three winner Cassadee Pope, now on
songs are involved, America will decide.
CAC
her first radio tour.

